Abstract: This paper presents the pulse propagation and gain saturation characteristics for different input optical pulse shapes with different energy levels in semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs). Finite-difference beam propagation method (FD-BPM) is used to solve the modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation (MNLSE) for the simulation of nonlinear optical pulse propagation and gain saturation characteristics in the SOAs. In this MNLSE, the gain spectrum dynamics, gain saturation are taken into account those are depend on the carrier depletion, carrier heating, spectral hole-burning, group velocity dispersion, self-phase modulation and two photon absorption. From this simulation, we obtained the output waveforms and spectra for different input pulse shapes considering different input energy levels. It has shown that the output pulse shape has changed due to the variation of input parameters, such as input pulse shape, input pulse width, and input pulse energy levels. It also shown clearly that the peak position of the output waveforms are shifted toward the leading edge which is due to the gain saturation of the SOA. We also compared the gain saturation characteristics in the SOA for different input pulse shapes.
Introduction
In recent years, high-speed communication systems and all-optical signal processing techniques play an important role to avoid electro-optic conversions which may create data-flow bottlenecks. Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are widely used in many functional applications, such as wavelength conversion, optical switching, optical signal processing pulse reshaping, and power limiting. SOAs are the key component for short optical pulse amplification and optical switching at a very high speed communications because of their small size, a low switching energy, non-linear characteristics and ability to integrate with other optical devices [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The purpose of modelling an SOA is to relate the internal variables of the amplifier with external variables, such as the output signal power and output saturation power [3] .
When a short input optical pulse is injected into the active region of the SOA, stimulation emission takes place resulting in optical signal amplification. Therefore, the carrier density reduces and causes a drop of the SOA gain [2] . The amplification rate and gain saturation varies according to the input pulse shapes. The modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation (MNLSE) is used in most pulse propagation models that include the SOA nonlinearities [5] . Pulse propagation through an SOA is strongly dependent on the input pulse shape [6] .
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the nonlinear optical pulse propagation and gain saturation characteristics depending on different types of input pulse shapes and energy levels in SOAs for high speed communication systems. This analysis is based on the MNLSE considering the non-linearities in SOA, such as selfphase modulation (SPM), two-photon absorption (TPA), group velocity dispersion (GVD), carrier depletion (CD), carrier heating (CH), spectral-hole burning (SHB), gain spectrum dynamics, and gain saturation in the SOA [5, 7] . To solve the MNLSE, finitedifference beam propagation method (FD-BPM) is used because of its short convergence time and excellent accuracy of the simulated results [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . For simulation of pulse propagation with small propagation steps, FD-BPM is considered as the best method compared to others [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In this paper, we have numerically investigated and compared the output waveforms or propagated pulses characteristics and the gain saturation characteristics for different types of input pulse shapes in SOAs. The input pulse shapes were considered as, (i) Secant hyperbolic pulse, (ii) Gaussian pulse, and (iii) Lorentzianshaped pulse.
Modified Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (MNLSE) for SOA Modelling
The theoretical model of short optical pulses propagation in SOAs will be briefly described in this section. Starting from Maxwell's equations, we reach to the propagation equation of short optical pulses in SOAs which are governed by the wave equation in the frequency domain [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 
where, ( , , , ) E x y z ω is the electromagnetic field of the pulse in the frequency domain, c is the velocity of light in vacuum and r ε is the non-linear dielectric constant which is dependent on the electric field in a complex form. By using the slowly varying envelope approximation and integrating the transverse dimensions, the pulse propagation equation
in SOAs is [15, 23] :
where, ( Using mathematical manipulations [19, 23] , which includes the real part of the instantaneous non-linear Kerr effect as a single non-linear index 2 n and by adding the TPA term, the MNLSE for the phenomenological model of semiconductor laser and amplifiers is obtained [24] . 
where, 
We introduce the frame of the local time are constants describing changes in these quantities with saturation. In this simulation, the gain spectrum of an SOA is approximated by the following second-order Taylor
The coefficients (7) and (8) . We assumed the same values of A 1, A 2, B 1 and B 2 as for an AlGaAs/GaAs bulk SOA [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Generally, the fast Fourier transformation BPM (FFT-BPM) is used for analysis of the optical pulse propagation in optical fibers by successive iterations of the Fourier transformation and the inverse Fourier transformation. In the FFT-BPM, the linear propagation term (GVD term) and phase compensation terms (other than GVD, first-and second-order gain spectrum terms) will be separated in the nonlinear Schrödinger equation for the individual consideration of the time and frequency domain for the optical pulse propagation. However, in our model, (3) includes the dynamic gain change terms, i.e., the first-and second-order gain spectrum terms which are the last two terms of the right side in (3). Therefore, it is not possible to separate (3) into the linear propagation term and phase compensation term, and it is difficult to calculate (3) using the FFT-BPM.
For this reason, we have used the FD-BPM [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] to solve this MNLSE. 
Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section, simulation results of single pulse propagation and gain saturation characteristics are discussed and compared for different input pulse shapes in SOAs. The parameters of a bulk SOA (AlGaAs/GaAs, double heterostructure) is used for the simulation as listed in Table-I [5, 10 -14] . The length of the SOA is 500-µm. We have obtained all the results with a propagation step z ∆ of 10-µm.
Optical Pulse Propagation Characteristics for Different Input Pulse Shapes
Optical pulse propagation in SOAs has attracted much more attention due to its potential applications in high-speed optical communication systems, such as wavelength converter and switching. There are several applications in all optical signal processing, such as clock recovery and optical time division demultiplexing, where the SOAs are used to amplify high energy optical pulses with the pulse width of the order of picoseconds [6] .
In this subsection, optical pulse propagation characteristics for different input pulse shapes in SOAs are discussed. For the simulation of optical pulse propagation characteristics, different types of input pulse shapes are considered for the simulation in Gaussian and Lorentzian pulses, respectively. From this calculation it can be concluded that, higher output energy can be achieved for higher input energy for all those three pulse shapes and vice versa. As the input pulse width is very shorter than the considered carrier lifetime, the leading edge of the pulse saturates the amplifier and the trailing edge experiences a lower gain, so the output pulse shape becomes asymmetric. Comparing all three pulse shapes with respect to different input pulse energy levels, it can be observed that, the output pulse shapes become more asymmetric for higher input energy and less asymmetric for lower input energy. Figure 2 (ii) shows the frequency spectra of propagated output pulses for Secant hyperbolic pulse shape, Gaussian pulse shape and Lorentzian pulse shape when the input pulse energies are (a) 2 pJ, (b) 1 pJ and (c) 500 fJ. Frequency spectra were obtained by performing the FFT on the temporal pulse shapes as shown in Fig. 2 (i) . Output spectral shape shifting is observed toward the lower frequency side, which is due to the gain saturation of the SOA and SPM effects. For weak input pulse energies (i.e., ≤500 fJ), none of the output frequency spectra has been shifted toward the lower frequency side. It can be clearly seen from the figure that the amount of frequency shift is ~ -8.3 GHz for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses when the input pulse energy is 2 pJ and 1 pJ.
From the simulated results, it has confirmed that there is no red shifting occurs for Lorentzian pulse for the considered input pulse energies (i.e., 500 fJ ~ 2 pJ). From this observation it can be said that, red shifting has been occurred for higher input pulse energy levels (i.e., 1 pJ ~ 2 pJ) for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse shapes. A wider spectral broadening is observed for Gaussian pulse when input energy 2 pJ. Besides that some oscillatory structures (i.e., dips) are observed in the upper frequency side of the frequency spectra, which is due to the SPM effects [9, 10, 15] . The physical mechanism behind the spectral shift and distortion is the SPM, occurring as a result of index nonlinearities induced by the gain saturation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Gain Saturation Characteristics for Different Input Pulse Shapes
In this subsection, gain saturation characteristics for different input pulse shapes in SOAs are discussed. Fig. 3 shows the saturated gain versus the output pulse (waveform) energy characteristics for the input pulse shapes: (a) Secant hyperbolic, (b) Gaussian, and (c) Lorentzian. These pulse shapes are Fourier transform limited. The FWHM of the input pulses are varied from 0.5 ps to 10 ps. The saturation behaviour is different for short (such as, <1 ps) and long (such as, >1 ps) pulses. With the low input pulse energies (such as, ~0.1 pJ), the gain is unsaturated (i.e., a linear gain). Also, when the input pulse duration is short (i.e., <1 ps) then the gain saturates at low output energies and it is true for all the three pulse shapes. It is observed clearly that the gain saturation is pulsewidth dependent and output saturation energy increases with the increase of pulsewidth.
Comparing among the three pulse shapes, it is observed clearly that gain saturates at higher output energy for the Lorentzian input pulse shape with particular input pulse energy and achieve higher gain for all pulse widths. From this observation, it can be said that, the output saturation energy is dependent on the input pulse width. Output saturation energy increases with the increase of input pulse width and decreases with the decrease of input pulse width (shorter pulse). Also the linear gain is very similar for all the pulse shapes when the input pulse energy is low (such as, ~0.5 pJ). From the figures, we can see that, Gaussian pulse reaches to saturation quicker (green solid line) than the other two pulses. It can be also observed that, with the increase of pulse duration (i.e., pulsewidth), the gain saturation characteristics are becoming similar for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse shapes.
When the pulse width is very short i.e., ~0.5 ps (as shown in Fig. 4(a) ), the gain saturates at lower output pulse energies for all three input pulse shapes (i.e., low input pulse energies at the linear region) but the output saturation energy varies significantly for different input pulse shapes (i.e., higher input pulse energies at the nonlinear region).
Hence, it is noted that the variation of output pulse energy is not much significant for low input pulse energies as it is in the linear region. However, the variation of output pulse energy varies significantly for higher input pulse energies as it is in the nonlinear region.
These effects are clearly shown in Fig. 4 (a) for different short input pulse shapes. In addition, when the input pulse widths increased to 3-ps and 10-ps (i.e., Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)), then the output pulse energy variation is not significant for different input pulse shapes even for higher input pulse energies at the nonlinear region. These effects are clearly shown in Fig. 4 (b) and 4(c) for different input pulse shapes. Therefore, for short input pulses i.e., 0.5 ps, it is clear that three identical lines for three different input pulse shapes (i.e., similar trend but not overlapped).
However, with the increase of input FWHM (such as, 3 ps ~ 10 ps), the gain saturation characteristics is becoming very similar (i.e., mostly overlapped) for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses. That means with the increase of pulsewidths (>1 ps), the gain saturation characteristics has become more similar for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulse. For all considered FWHM, higher gain saturation i.e., higher output energy has been obtained for Lorentzian pulse shape.
Conclusion
In conclusion, optical pulse propagation and gain saturation characteristics in an SOA are analyzed for different input pulse shapes. It can be observed from the output waveforms that the peak positions are shifted toward the leading edge due to the gain saturation of the SOA and higher output power has been calculated for Gaussian pulse at all considered input energies. Red shifting is occurred with higher input energy (1pJ-2 pJ)
for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses but not for Lorentzian pulse. That means the gain is not saturated (linear gain) for Lorentzian pulse at 2 pJ input energy. Lorentzian pulse requires more input energy than other two pulses to reach in saturation. However, for lower input energy (such as 500 fJ), no red shifting is occurred for any of the three pulses. Several dips can be observed at the higher frequency side of the output spectra due to the SPM effect. Also it can be observed that the highest output pulse energy was obtained by the Lorentzian pulse shapes. At low input pulse energies, the gain is unsaturated but with increasing of input pulse energies, the gain reaches to the saturation.
The saturated output pulse energy increases with increasing of pulsewidth for all considered pulse shapes. The Gaussian pulse shape is reaching to the gain saturation faster compared to the Secant hyperbolic and Lorentzian pulses. Moreover, the gain saturation characteristics for Secant hyperbolic and Gaussian pulses are very similar when the pulsewidth is >1 ps. 
